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relationship between two persons who are legally and socially recognized as husband and wife by
the state. Different countries have different rules regarding marriage, and in some cases marriage

can be temporary, or between only two people (polygamy). The world's first marriage was
recorded in 29 BC between King Herod's daughter Mary and Herod Antipas's half brother

Herodias. According to the Bible, John the Baptist's marriage to a cousin Thaddaeus (son of
Joseph, son of Heli) was the first Christian marriage.[1][2][3] According to the Qur'an, the first

Muslims were married: "Then We said to the angels, "Yail, 'We are (fit) to be worshipped or set (as
models for worship)'." So they (angels) have taken their book and do write therein, as it is easy,

with their revelations. Then they (angels) write in the Book of those who passed away before
them. For their friend and enemy - it is the same; then, for their own, a blazing fire. This is as a

trumpet: when they hear it, they believe in it, and establish salâh." [Qur'an, 7:67] Another theme
prominent in Islamic literature is the concept of reviving the extinct ahl al-bayt, the descendants

of Mohammad and his family.[4][5][6][7] "Tell me not what I do not want to hear! The whole world
is waiting. What about glory, I am the Alpha and the Omega, says the Lord God, who is and was
and is to come. I do not become weary of doing good! I am the Alpha and the Omega, says the

Lord God. To him who loves me, I will show my salvation. The nations are my farmlands, a
heritage for me, and my cup overflows." [The Lord God Jehovah=Allah, Quraan, Chapter 56, Verse
58 to 59] Genetic kinship is the basis of marriage in the human species. Genetic kinship is defined
as the degree of genetic relationship between two or more people and can be determined by any

number of methods.[7] For example, c6a93da74d
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